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Abstract: A technique is presented using both Michelson and Fabry-Perot interferometry to
independently measure the refractive index and the material thickness of semiconductor wafers.
The method does not require accurate prior knowledge of either quantity.

The refractive index, n, of materials is often determined by interferometrically measuring the phase change that light
undergoes in passing through a plane parallel slab of the material [1,2]. Since the phase change depends upon the
value of n as well as the slab thickness, d, in order to obtain accurate values of n, using this method, it is important
to know d accurately. Fabry-Perot etalon interferometry has been used to optically measure d [3], but the precision
of thickness measurements is limited by the precision of the known refractive index value. This method is
advantageous for materials in experimental conditions where both n and d are changing and direct physical
measurement of d is difficult.
We will demonstrate that the Michelson and the Fabry-Perot interferometric methods can be used sequentially
to determine independent and absolute values of both the material's thickness and the material's refractive index over
a wide range of temperatures of practical interest. The method does not require that either quantity be initially well
known. First, using data from both experiments the material's physical thickness is determined. Then the thickness
value is used to determine the material's refractive index using either of the interferometric methods. We present
experimental verification of this method by measuring n and d for a range of common infrared materials at both
room temperature and cryogenic temperatures.
If a flat-parallel plate is inserted into one arm of a Michelson interferometer and rotated about an axis
perpendicular to the laser beam propagation path, the angle dependent phase term of the observed intensity exiting
the interferometer is given by [4]
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where d is the wafer thickness, λ is the wavelength of the light, n is the refractive index of the wafer and θ is the
angle of incidence. Similarly, the phase dependent term of the transmitted intensity of a wafer rotated in a FabryPerot etalon interferometer can be written as [3]
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λ
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n 2 − sin 2 θ .

(2)

Using phase information from both interferometric experiments, the absolute thickness of the wafer can be
determined from the difference between equations (1) and (2), independent of the value of n. Finally, using the
determined value of d, the refractive index can be extracted from the raw data from either interferometric technique.
We will present experimental verification of this method for infrared semiconductor wafers of GaAs, Ge, Si,
and ZnSe at room temperature and cryogenic temperatures.

Using this method refractive index values with

uncertainties in the third decimal place, and thickness measurements accurate to within 5 microns are obtained.
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